
Pen Underwriting process
bordereaux reports 94% faster.
Virtual insurer Pen Underwriting fulfill all insurance functions from sales, distribution,
pricing, and product innovation to claims, analytics and governance. With a partner 
network of over 350 cover holders, the Pen Underwriting team deliver risk, policy 
and claim expertise in the UK market and handle 500+ bordereaux monthly.

Pen Underwriting adopted gather360, the leading data supply chain management tool, 
to improve their operational efficiency for bordereaux processing.

Maximising operational efficiency for processing bordereaux was a key challenge for Pen
Underwriting. Partner source systems generate bordereaux in varying formats, resulting in overheads 
for the operations team to format and consolidate data for downstream system processing and 
reporting. This had a direct impact on market responsiveness.

Pen Underwriting used gather360, a lightweight, easy to use data supply chain management tool, 
to speed up the process of consolidating and processing data for compliance needs.

Using the gather360’s interface, Pen Underwriting could manage the end-to-end process of data 
preparation within one solution. The tool enabled them to implement a standardised, automated 
approach to collect, cleanse, transform, consolidate and quality-assure partner data and integrate 
it with downstream systems.

The inbuilt mapping The inbuilt mapping system enabled Pen to define standard rules for data governance, which are
then checked by the system. These checks are then evidenced by a unique ID, providing an
auditable approach which verifies that data has been quality assured.

The Challenge:

The Solution:
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"With gather360 we have seen a
significant reduction in the time required 
to process our Bordereaux.
Complex files which previously took hours
can now be resolved within minutes."

Michelle Bree, Director of Operations, Pen Underwriting



Using gather360 led to a marked increase in efficiency for Pen Underwriting, who were able to
process bordereaux files up to 94% faster.

By using the system, the operations team have a better understanding and visibility of the partner
data coming into their business. With this improved transparency the team were able to
effectively manage the root cause of bottlenecks caused by data and have a more governed
approach for managing business data.

Using gather360’s data supply chain management approach, Pen Underwriting implemented 
an automated, streamlined process for the validation, transformation, formatting, and consolidation
of partner data. This removed the need for manual intervention and reduced time spent on
bordereaux reporting from hours to minutes.

The tool enabled Pen’s business teams to easily manage the data supply process from partners, 
providing a standardised and secure data delivery model to improve overall operational efficiency.

By utilising gather360By utilising gather360’s embedded data enrichments, Pen Underwriting enhanced standalone
datapoints with supplementary data providing more context and enabling better informed
business decisions. In addition, the system-generated data quality unique ID has provided
business teams with confidence in their data quality.

gather360 simplifies data management to deliver data faster.

Designed for the business user, not the IT team, this user-friendly tool makes it easy to onboard
data sources and empowers business teams to automate data preparation activities in a few clicks. 

gather360’s easy-to-use solution can be customised to any business data requirements, such as
performance reporting, customer data collection, supply chain monitoring and more. Best of all, 
it can accept data from any existing and legacy software solution, and integrate with external 
sysystems without the need for IT expertise.

The Results:
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